Spotlight on EXPO ‘07 Exhibitors

by Teri Dres

The ADSC will conduct its once every-three-year international foundation drilling equipment exposition and conference in Florida, January 31 – February 3, 2007. The host hotel for this massive equipment show will be the Buena Vista Palace Resort on the Disney World property in Lake Buena Vista, Florida near Orlando.

Cooperating organizations for this event include ASCE’s Geo-Institute, ASFE: The Best People on Earth, and the Deep Foundations Institute. (…) Pile Dynamics, Inc.

Indoor Exhibit

Cross-Hole Analyzer: the latest technology for crosshole sonic logging of drilled shafts is available in two models: traditional CHA-QX and portable CHAMP. PDA system includes CAPWAP V.2006(x) software with new features for dynamic load testing of drilled shafts; PIT: instrument for pulse echo integrity testing does not require CSL integrity testing.